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ANWAR OSHANA,Plaintiff-Appellant,v.FCL BUILDERS, INC., Defendant-Appellant(Suburban Iron Works, Inc.,Defendant-Appellee). 
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Appeal from theCircuit Court ofCook County
No. 06 L 13001
HonorableThomas P. Quinn,Judge Presiding.

JUSTICE LAMPKIN delivered the judgment of the court, with opinion.Presiding Justice Robert E. Gordon and Justice Garcia concurred in the judgment andopinion.
O P I N I O N¶ 1 Plaintiff Anwar Oshana and defendant FCL Builders, Inc. (FCL), appeal the circuit court'sorder granting summary judgment in favor of defendant Suburban Ironworks, Inc. (Suburban). Appellants argue that Suburban, which fabricated and delivered structural steel for a constructionproject, retained sufficient control over the steel erection work of an independent contractor and,thus, fell within the ambit of the retained control exception of section 414 of the Restatement(Second) of Torts (Restatement (Second) of Torts § 414 (1965)).  Specifically, appellants arguethat, even though Suburban subcontracted out the steel erection work to the independent



1-10-1628contractor, Suburban retained contractual control over the safety of the steel erection work andsupervisory and operational control over the steel erection work.¶ 2 For the reasons that follow, we affirm the judgment of the circuit court. ¶ 3 I.  BACKGROUND¶ 4 Plaintiff Anwar Oshana was an ironworker employed by JAK Ironworks (JAK), a steelerection and installation subcontractor.  Plaintiff was injured when he fell from a steel beamwhile working at the Willow Inn project construction site.  At the time of his injury, he wasworking at the first-floor level and was not tied off.  ¶ 5 Plaintiff filed a negligence suit based on section 414 of the Restatement (Second) of Tortsagainst defendants:  FCL, the general contractor, and Suburban, the steel subcontractor that hadsubcontracted out the erection work to JAK.  FCL filed a third-party complaint for contributionagainst JAK and a counterclaim for contribution against Suburban.  The parties conducteddiscovery and deposed various witnesses.  ¶ 6 According to the subcontract between FCL and Suburban, Suburban agreed to fabricateand erect the structural steel for the project.  Suburban, however, could further subcontract outpart or all of that work, provided, inter alia, that all subcontractors were union, coordinated theirwork through FCL, and observed all applicable ordinances and safety standards.  Suburbanagreed to assume "responsibility for the prevention of accidents to its agents, invitees andemployees."  Suburban also agreed to "take all reasonable safety precautions with respect to thework to be performed" and "comply with all safety measures initiated by [FCL] and with allapplicable laws, ordinances, rules, regulations, and orders of any public authority for the safety of
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1-10-1628persons or property."  Furthermore, Suburban agreed that it "shall at all times maintain aqualified and skilled superintendent or foreman at the site of the work *** [who] shall be dully[sic] and legally authorized to represent and act for [Suburban] with respect to all matters inconnection with or arising out of work under this Subcontract." ¶ 7 In Suburban's subcontract with JAK, JAK agreed to "provide and pay for all labor,materials, tools, plant, supplies, scaffolding, transportation, insurance, taxes, equipment,competent full-time supervision, and all other services and do all things necessary for the properand complete performance, installation, and construction of all of the work identified in theattached Project Specific Agreement."  The project specific agreement defined that work as"Steel Erection: With Safety Cabel [sic] Install & Remove."  Furthermore, JAK agreed to bebound by the provisions of Suburban's general contract with FCL and would "perform on behalfof [Suburban] each and all of [Suburban's] obligations under the General Contract in reference tothe Work hereby subcontracted to [JAK]."  JAK agreed to furnish competent workers and a full-time superintendent to supervise the steel erection work.  JAK also agreed to conform its work tothe basic safety policy of Suburban and comply with OSHA regulations for the steel erectionwork and all other applicable codes, rules, ordinances, statutes and similar regulations.¶ 8 Furthermore, JAK agreed to, "at all reasonable times, permit inspection by [Suburban] orOwner or Architect of the work and materials provided under this Subcontract," and "replace orcorrect any work or materials which [Suburban] or the Owner shall reject as failing to conform tothe requirements of [Suburban] of this Subcontract."  If JAK failed to make such replacements orcorrections, Suburban had the right to do so and hold JAK liable for the costs thereof.  In
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1-10-1628addition, Suburban "may stop the Work whenever such stoppage is ordered by Owner, or itsrepresentative, or when, in the sole judgment of [Suburban], such stoppage is necessary to insurethe proper execution of the Contract or the Work."  JAK agreed to cooperate with and coordinateits work with the work of Suburban and other subcontractors to avoid complications and delays.  ¶ 9 In his deposition, plaintiff stated that he was working as an ironworker for JAK at theWillow Inn project site for about three weeks before his accident.  He attended JAK's safetymeetings once a week, and fall protection for ironworkers was discussed at those meetings.  Hedid not remember the accident, did not know what he was doing immediately before the fall, anddid not know what caused him to fall.  ¶ 10 Charles Byro, the JAK foreman and plaintiff's immediate superior, said his crew ofironworkers reported to him and took all their orders and directions solely from him.  Lookingout for his crew's safety was his responsibility, and he held weekly safety meetings for the JAKemployees.  On the day of the accident, there were no adverse weather conditions, and Byro didnot notice any slippery conditions on the steel or any defects in the steel.  Byro and plaintiff werewalking on the beams on their way to take a break.  As Byro went down the ladder, he heardsomething and turned to see plaintiff hit the ground feet first.  Byro did not know why or howplaintiff fell.  Plaintiff fell about 12 feet.  They were not tied off while doing their work on thefirst floor, which was in conformity with the OSHA requirement that ironworkers working at aheight over 15 feet must be tied off.  This was also in conformity with JAK and FCL's agreementthat ironworkers would not need to tie off on the first floor of iron.  
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1-10-1628¶ 11 Byro stated that, according to the custom and practice in the steel erection industry, thesteel fabricator was not responsible for erection safety and Suburban was not involved in thedecision concerning the type of fall protection that would be used at the jobsite.  Furthermore,Suburban did not conduct or attend any safety meetings with JAK.  Byro had no discussions withSuburban at all regarding fall protection or how JAK was to do its job.  Suburban fabricated thesteel and delivered it to the site, and then Byro and his crew took over from there as far as doingall the erection work.  Byro's only interaction with Suburban was to discuss deliveries and thenext load of iron.  Suburban did not have an ongoing day-to-day presence on the jobsite.  JAKsupplied its own tools and equipment, and Suburban never stopped JAK's work.  Suburban neverwent up to the first-floor level to inspect the iron, and allowing laypeople to do something likethat would have been dangerous.  In Byro's 30 years of experience, a steel fabricator was neverout at the site telling the erector and its crew how to erect the steel and what safety methods toemploy.¶ 12 Craig Caul, a JAK superintendent, negotiated with Suburban for the steel erection work atthe Willow Inn project.  He understood that JAK was responsible for ensuring that its workerswere working safely.  Moreover, the general contractor had the authority to stop JAK's work if itwas observed doing something unsafe.  Suburban did not give any directives to JAK regardingsafety at the jobsite.  If JAK had mistakes on the iron, it would contact Patrick Hivon ofSuburban, who would decide how to do the fix on the particular beam.  He would also tell JAKhow to perform any adjustments.
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1-10-1628¶ 13 Mark Hivon, the owner of Suburban, said that Suburban never functioned as a generalcontractor.  Suburban purchased the steel beams, cut them to size, punched holes in themaccording to the design drawings, and then delivered them to the jobsite.  Although the erectionwork was initially assumed by Suburban in its contract with FCL, Suburban then delegated thatwork to JAK in a separate subcontract.  That arrangement was typical in the steel business. Suburban had never done erection work and had no special knowledge of how to perform steelerection.  Rather, Suburban employed a competent subcontractor to perform that work safely andaccurately.  Suburban did not supervise the erection work or issue any safety directives to JAK.¶ 14 Patrick Hivon, a vice president of Suburban, was involved in bidding and coordinatingdrawings regarding the manufacturing of steel.  The only time he was on site was to attendcoordination meetings for all the subcontractors on the job.¶ 15 Patrick Sinwelski, an FCL project superintendent, testified that it was the custom andpractice in the industry for a general contractor to subcontract out the ironwork to a steelfabricator, which in turn would subcontract out the steel erection work.  At a preconstructionmeeting, FCL, Suburban and JAK agreed about when fall protection would be required. Sinwelski generally dealt with Patrick Hivon of Suburban, who then would talk to Craig Caul ofJAK and convey the information.  However, if Sinwelski had concerns on the job regarding thesafety of JAK's work, he directed those concerns to Charles Byro of JAK, who was at the jobsiteon a daily basis. ¶ 16 Jerry Yankus, an FCL jobsite safety consultant, visited the Willow Inn project and foundthe ironworkers to be in full compliance with OSHA fall protection provisions.
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1-10-1628¶ 17 Suburban filed for summary judgment, contending there was no evidence Suburban hadsufficient supervisory, operational or contractual control over JAK's work to give rise to a duty toplaintiff.  The circuit court granted Suburban's motion, and plaintiff and FCL appealed. ¶ 18 II.  ANALYSIS¶ 19 Summary judgment is proper where, when viewed in the light most favorable to thenonmoving party, the pleadings, depositions, admissions and any affidavits on file show thatthere is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to ajudgment as a matter of law.  Home Insurance Co. v. Cincinnati Insurance Co., 213 Ill. 2d 307,315 (2004).  This court may affirm a grant of summary judgment on any basis appearing in therecord, regardless of whether the lower court relied upon that ground.  Id.  We review the entry ofsummary judgment de novo.  Id. ¶ 20 Section 414 of the Restatement (Second) of Torts states an exception to the general rulethat a principal is not liable for the acts and omissions of an independent contractor.  Under thisexception: "One who entrusts work to an independent contractor, but who retains thecontrol of any part of the work, is subject to liability for physical harm to othersfor whose safety the employer owes a duty to exercise reasonable care, which iscaused by his failure to exercise his control with reasonable care."  Restatement(Second) of Torts § 414 (1965).If the employer retains control over the operative detail of any part of the contractor's work, theemployer is subject to liability as master under the principles of agency.  Id. cmt. a.  If the
7



1-10-1628employer retains only supervisory control, i.e., the power to direct the order in which the workshall be done, or to forbid its being done in a manner likely to be dangerous to himself or others,then the employer may be liable under section 414 unless he exercises his supervisory controlwith reasonable care so as to prevent the work which he has ordered to be done from causinginjury to others.  Id.¶ 21 When a principal contractor entrusts a part of the work to subcontractors but superintendsthe entire job through a foreman, the principal contractor is subject to liability if he (1) fails toprevent the subcontractors from doing even the details of the work in a way unreasonablydangerous to others, (2) knows or should know the work was being so done, and (3) has theopportunity to prevent it by exercising his retained power of control.  Id. cmt. b.¶ 22 However, the employer is not liable where"he has merely a general right to order the work stopped or resumed, to inspect itsprogress or to receive reports, to make suggestions or recommendations whichneed not necessarily be followed, or to prescribe alterations and deviations.  Sucha general right is usually reserved to employers, but it does not mean that thecontractor is controlled as to his methods of work or as to operative detail.  Theremust be such a retention of a right of supervision that the contractor is not entirelyfree to do the work in his own way."  Id. cmt. c.¶ 23 In a negligence action, the plaintiff must establish the existence of a duty owed by thedefendant to the plaintiff, a breach of that duty, and an injury to the plaintiff proximately causedby the breach.  Sameer v. Butt, 343 Ill. App. 3d 78, 85 (2003).  Whether a duty exists is a
8



1-10-1628question of law and, under section 414, turns on whether the defendant controls the work in sucha manner that the defendant should be held liable.  Kotecki v. Walsh Construction Co., 333 Ill.App. 3d 583, 587 (2002).¶ 24 Plaintiff and FCL argue that summary judgment in favor of Suburban was improperbecause the initial FCL/Suburban subcontract and subsequent Suburban/JAK subcontractprovided sufficient evidence that Suburban retained control of safety of the steel erection, whichwas sufficient to give rise to a duty of care owed by Suburban to plaintiff.  Suburban's scope ofwork in the initial FCL/Suburban subcontract included both steel fabrication and erection.  In thatinitial subcontract, Suburban agreed to furnish the necessary management and supervision toperform and complete the contract; assumed responsibility to prevent accidents to its agents,invitees and employees; agreed to take all reasonable safety precautions with respect to the workto be performed under the contract; and agreed to maintain at all times a qualified and skilledsuperintendent or foreman at the site of the work.  Plaintiff and FCL contend that thosesupervisory and safety duties, which Suburban had assumed toward FCL, were not passed on toJAK in the Suburban/JAK subcontract.  According to plaintiff and FCL, Suburban wasresponsible for safety within the scope of its work, and steel erection was included within thatscope.¶ 25 To support their argument that Suburban did not delegate to JAK the obligation tosupervise the safe erection of steel, plaintiff and FCL cite various provisions in theSuburban/JAK subcontract.  For example, in the Suburban/JAK subcontract, Suburban retainedthe right to inspect JAK's work and materials and stop JAK's work if necessary to insure proper
9



1-10-1628execution of the work; required JAK to conform to Suburban's safety policy; had the authority toissue safety directives to JAK; and required JAK to replace or correct any work rejected bySuburban as failing to conform to Suburban's requirements.  Plaintiff and FCL also argue thatSuburban's delegation of the steel erection work to JAK did not relieve Suburban of itsresponsibilities to FCL, which was not a party to the Suburban/JAK subcontract, because thatsubcontract did not specifically contain language that relieved Suburban of its responsibilities toFCL if the steel erection was subcontracted out. ¶ 26 In response, Suburban acknowledges that it initially undertook, in accordance withindustry custom and practice, contractual responsibility for both the steel fabrication and erectionwork.  However, Suburban, in accordance with the terms of its initial subcontract with FCL,subcontracted out the erection work to JAK, a competent subcontractor, and thereby delegatedthe supervisory and safety responsibilities attendant to that erection work to JAK. ¶ 27 Under the applicable principles of contract construction, we find that Suburban did notretain responsibility to supervise the safety of JAK's erection work.  A contract "should be givena fair and reasonable interpretation based on consideration of all its language and provisions." Shelton v. Andres, 106 Ill. 2d 153, 159 (1985).  "[B]ecause words derive their meaning from thecontext in which they are used, a contract must be construed as a whole, viewing each part inlight of the others."  Gallagher v. Lenart, 226 Ill. 2d 208, 233 (2007).  "The intent of the partiesis not to be gathered from detached portions of a contract or from any clause or provisionstanding by itself."  Id.  
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1-10-1628¶ 28 When seeking to determine the intent of the parties to a contract when its terms are in anyrespect doubtful or uncertain, courts look to the acts and conduct of the parties in carrying out theprovisions of the contract.  Olympic Restaurant Corp. v. Bank of Wheaton, 251 Ill. App. 3d 594,602 (1993); Chicago & North Western R. Co. v. Peoria & Pekin Union R. Co., 46 Ill. App. 3d 95,101 (1977); Pocius v. Halvorsen, 30 Ill. 2d 73, 81-82 (1963).  If a contract is susceptible to twoconstructions, the construction that makes the contract fair, customary and one likely to beentered into by reasonable men is preferred over the construction that renders the contractinequitable, unusual or unreasonable.  Fox v. Commercial Coin Laundry Systems, 325 Ill. App.3d 473, 476 (2001).¶ 29 A plain reading of the applicable contract provisions indicates that Suburban had theauthority to delegate the erection work and its attendant supervisory and safety responsibilities toJAK.  The subcontract explicitly contemplated that Suburban could subcontract the steel erectionand associated safety responsibilities to a steel erector.  According to the plain contract terms,Suburban retained responsibility for the steel fabrication work and its attendant supervisory andsafety duties but subcontracted out the steel erection portion of the job to JAK, the subcontractorwith the specialized expertise in steel erection.  Under its subcontract, JAK became responsiblefor all the means, methods and safety responsibilities for the steel erection portion of the work. JAK was required to provide all tools, competent workers, full-time competent supervision of thesteel erection work, and all other services necessary for the steel erection work in compliancewith OSHA regulations and the general contractor's safety regulations.  Moreover, JAK agreed tobe bound by the provisions of the FCL/Suburban subcontract and to perform Suburban's steel
11



1-10-1628erection obligations under the general contract. ¶ 30 The witnesses in this case testified consistently that Suburban subcontracted the entiretyof the erection work to JAK, and such an arrangement was typical in steel work.  Theirundisputed testimony established that it was industry custom and practice that the steel fabricatorwas not responsible for supervision of the erection work or erection safety.   ¶ 31 Moreover, the conduct of the parties in carrying out the provisions of the FCL/Suburbanand Suburban/JAK subcontracts establishes that the parties intended that JAK would beresponsible for the supervision and safety of the erection work.  The testimony of Suburban's vicepresident and owner established that Suburban never functioned as a general contractor and didnot have the expertise to supervise any portion of the steel erection work.  Moreover, Suburban'sfabrication work was done off-site, so Suburban's limited presence at the jobsite consisted ofdelivering the steel and attending FCL's coordination meetings with all the other subcontractors. Furthermore, all the ironworkers took all of their directions from their JAK foreman.  Suburbandid not supervise or control the means and methods of JAK's work, did not provide equipment orinspect JAK's work, did not have an ongoing presence at the site, and was not present at the timeof the accident.  JAK's superintendent stated that JAK was responsible for ensuring that itsworkers were working safely and added that Suburban never gave any directive to JAK regardingsafety at the job site.  FCL worked directly with JAK on a daily basis and understood thatSuburban had subcontracted the erection work to JAK.¶ 32 Plaintiff and FCL also argue that Suburban retained supervisory and operational controlover JAK's work.  To support this proposition, plaintiff and FCL argue that discussions among
12



1-10-1628Suburban, FCL and JAK regarding the sequencing of the steel erection showed that Suburbanretained control over sequencing the work and, thus, retained control over safety becausesequencing was one component of overall jobsite safety.  Plaintiff and FCL state that Suburban'sPatrick Hivon attended weekly on-site meetings and spoke with the JAK foreman regardingscheduling, deliveries, and how to fix any mistakes or problems with the beams.  In addition,FCL superintendent Sinwelski generally spoke first with Patrick Hivon, who then would conveyinformation to its subcontractor JAK. ¶ 33 We find that the above-cited examples of retained control actually establish that Suburbandid not retain control over JAK's erection work.  As discussed above, Suburban did not have anongoing presence at the jobsite, and Patrick Hivon was not knowledgeable about steel erectionand merely attended FCL's coordination meetings with all the other subcontractors.  Theevidence in this case overwhelmingly established that Suburban essentially just fabricated thesteel and delivered it to the jobsite.  Suburban's conversations with JAK regarding how to fix aproblem with any particular beam shows that Suburban retained control over the fabrication ofthe steel but not over the erection of the steel.  In accord with comment c of section 414, the factsestablished that JAK's foreman instructed, supervised and directed the manner in which his crewdid their work without interference from Suburban.  JAK's foreman said it would have beendangerous to have a layperson like Suburban's Patrick Hivon on the steel conducting inspections,directing the work, or issuing safety directives.  Although the FCL project superintendentSinwelski might have initially contacted Suburban to convey certain information to itssubcontractor JAK, Sinwelski spoke directly to JAK's foreman at the jobsite about any concerns
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1-10-1628regarding the safety of JAK's erection work. ¶ 34 Because the evidence here fails to indicate sufficient control by Suburban over JAK's orplaintiff's work under the retained control exception of section 414, plaintiff and FCL fail to raisea factual question necessary to survive summary judgment.  See Martens v. MCL ConstructionCorp., 347 Ill. App. 3d 303 (2004) (steel fabricator subcontractor did not retain supervisory orcontractual control over the ironworkers' erection of the steel); Shaughnessy v. SkenderConstruction Co., 342 Ill. App. 3d 730 (2003) (accord).  We find, therefore, that the circuit courtproperly entered summary judgment in favor of defendant Suburban.  Accordingly, we affirm thejudgment of the circuit court.¶ 35 Affirmed.
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